Cbapter I
Introduction

It is a worthwhile critical exercise to work out
the Murdochi.an vision whicb is not a conclusive but an
expSnding one.

The vis ion i-s not conclusive because it

concerns 'love' wnich is indefinable and indefinite, mad,
blind and boisterous. For Iris Murdoch love means freedom
in love, thought and actions.

That is to say, Murdochia.n

love knows no obligations, is not bound by aqy emotional
or sentimental shackles - it is· not transcendental in
character, nor Platonic in its philosophical implications.
It is a detached and ironic view of life that freely flows
down

~ike

a .fountain.

To Iris Murdoch love is not 'a red

red rose', nor is 1 t the journey's end - it is the thorn
that awakens, pricks, and prepares one for a journey into
one's own irmer self.
Love hangs and pierces like a sword, blossoms like
a. flower, consUJDes like ·fire and eludes like Time.

destroys and creates, chains and sets free.

It

While in love

Murdochian characters do not grow like vegetables.

They

achieve their own perfection, at least constantly yearn.for
1 t; they must have all the consciousness, the understanding
of a God and, what is most important, an exact balancing of
each other. Such a vision may appear to sound Lawrentian,
because for both Miss Murdoch and D.H. Lawrence, love is the
guiding force that brings an individual to his fUllness of
being.

To both love is not just the mutual mixing and
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m1 ngli ng; 1 t 1 s not a complete .tusi on.

It is a bl'i dge

that connects two pOints, or two extremes, while each
maintains ita respective separateness.

Like two planets

or heavenly bod1es revolve round eacb. other or remain
separate by a secret understanding and law, the Murdochian
and Lawrentlan lovers maintain a perfect balance.

While

the sudden 1\lsion leads to catastrophe and cosmt.c disaster
the balance 2).larantees existence alld freedom.

Tllerefore,

as we see, tor both of them, love is the liberty of mind,·
freedom of choice and sovereignty of soul.

Both stress

freedom in love, but fv11ss YJUrdocb departs t.rom the ethos of
Lawrent1an world in so far as abe deals \11th the concepts
like 'morality', 'eVil', etc. and thus acbi.-evE;B a unt.quely

personal approach•
.Uttl:\}"s in Miss Murdoob' s w.rJ. t1ll8t there is the
insistence on 'moral! ty' as a tecb.nlque for discovering more
about what is real, W1 tb the warning that unless great care
is taken we

m~

fail to see the individual because we' are

completely enclosed in a fantasy world of our wown into
which we

try

to draw things from outside, not grasping their

reall ty and independence, making th.em into dreaJD objects of
our owl).

It is ttl1s to-pte of • fantasy' meantng 'ba.d

tmagt.nl.ng' - (The D(Mtness

9~

PrastJ.ceJ. RgasqD) that is

central. to al.l Iris l-1urdocn' s works.

To live morally and

valuably a man must, Miss rilurdocb feels, be alwa;ys on bls
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guard against the state of 'bad imagining', he must respect
the unique otherness; a.nd ne must undertake "tb.e constant
quiet wo.rk of attention and imagination". 1 Tbis is tbe
reason,

Why

most

Of

them contradict their

OWn

Sa.YiJ188 and

feelings, change tbeir judgtznents and shift their post tions.
This is the main lesson of ner writings, and in each of ner
novels,' at least one character is made to learn it.

}'or IrisiMurdocn everything is empty, if it is
superficial.

She is not concerned
with the facile evil and
'
~.i

aey kind of value judgement on it is redundant • "it's all
just conventions and .feelings"•

The judgement outside the

context is. improper and tb.e evaluation outside the purview
is untimely. In tne course of a constant searcn for one's
own self \·thile respecting the "otherness"• tne concepts like
evil become quite contusing and misleading.

In a world where

incest is committed and justified, murder becomes

&.

logical

necessity for freedom, and deception a nabi~; concepts like
evil become empty and meaningless.
To understand 'evil' in Iris Murdoch's novel one has
to exatntne cnaracters like Julius King in :A FairlY Honoyrraele
Defeat. The

anan breaks up his relationship with Morgan.

destroys the· ha-ppy, unique comraderie between Simon and AXel,
undermines happily married Hil.Jaand Rupert and yet no one can
really bear a grudge against b.im.

His evil designs cannot
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be called malignant - he destroys but is not d1s£',lstl.ng.
He is an arttst who schemes and designs, td.s dance of

destruction bas a rbytbm and barmoJV.

But one can safely

say that Iris Murdoch's 'evtl' is unnameable like ber
understanding of • reality'.

In other words, 'eVil' bas

various ma.nlfestations wbich shall be d1.scussed in tbe
1 ater chapters.

In all her novels, love unt tea and .un!ol:ds tbe
human personality wb1ch is constantly in search of 1 ts

identlty.

All kinds of literature partiCipate in tb1s

timeless ellql.liry, probes into tbe :fUndamental questlon of
self•c11scovery.

Sucll questt.ont.ng leads to alJ.enatton,

distances an indiVidual, makes bim an island and even in
a deep human relationship f"lurdocb considers such probinga

as freedOm emanat1 ng from love.

The free agents 1 n her

novels do not .tuse themselves and the more tbey indulge in

sexual. acts and intellectual arguments, the more vigorously
theY pursue thai r own, independent courses.

In the cosmos

of love, ftTurdoon' s characters are the dances of several

forms of energtes who do not mix and mingle, but neutralise
and balance each o tner.

Sbe defJ. nes love va.ri ously and cogently as

n tbe

tmagtnats.ve recognt tlon of, tba.t is respect of otherness"•

or the nnon-vt.olent apprenension of difference"•

Impl1o1 t

in this de.flmtt.on is her idea of nopaci t.Y of persons" or
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as she terms 1 t in her work on Sartre, the nvolcanl.c
otherness of people"•

Murdoch can see no moral progress

towards a reconceptualization of

personal~ ty w1 thout

the

recognl. tion and deepenl.ng of her
View of love as the
,
acknowledgement that· others exist, exist separate from each,
other, exist independently.
~ott'L

•·love' and 'freedom' are equally important

to her concept of personal! ty and the ideas of cbaracter
~

creatl on.

Murdoch's defi nl tton goes, 1 t is very diffi-

cult to make a clear distinction between 'love' and
Sbe says

11

1

freedom'.

Freedom.1s knowing and understanding and respecting

thillg9 ~ te ottler than ourselves. n2
This defi'ni tion is very close to her definition of
love, but there is
n imaginativen

a difference

suggested by ner emphasis on .

regarding love and "knowing" regarding freedom.

One might infer from this differentiation that love is to be
associated with the contemplation and apprehension of others,
while freedom is to be associated with the knowledge of the
1

-other•.

She seys:
To be free is something like this: to exist
sanely and without fear and to perceive what
is real.3
To live is to love in Iris Murdoch's novel.,

The

love keeps on creating numerous tipples, chains aDd cycles
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and very contusing networks.

They swirl and swivel and yet

reach the shore. They get puzzled, exhilarated and exhausted,
and yet have enough left for finding out the 'pointer' their ultimate love.

Murdocbian characters believe, witness

and wait for a sign - tlle strange, spirt tual, miraculous and
sometimes inscrutable:
It was an aspect of Michael's belief in God,
and one which although he knew it to be
.
dangerous, be could never altogether reject
that he expected th.e emergence in his· life
of patterns and sigm. He has alwEqs felt
himself to be a man \'11th it definite dest1~,
a_ man \fai ting for a. caLl.
Eventbougb they tenninate an affair, cancel the
present love and find out an

al.~rnative,

they cannot leave

the past,· they need all tbeir past and all of their present
for a. preparation for tbe future.

The fixed, determined,

future sign is their inevitable des tiny.
Iris Murdoch acts wi th.in a specific network.

The

existential ma.n once sure of tus shore, must sail towards 1 t
relentlessly.

lJnce they get the unnistakable call of

destiey: their • love' , · they rush forward With unimaginable
speed.

Al'ld from tbat point onward all kinds of pressures,

such as, guilt, morality, social establisbments and respons1bil1 ties break down.

The 'lovers• become liberated.

like b.eading for b.eaven.
b~one

It is

From the ashes of the dead and

relationships they pick up the squibs and they under-

stand 1 t in a !lash.

But what is more interesting, tne
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reader knows it, all along their wanderings.

The

characters themselves also have it in their subcQnscious
1
Like a fire burning all the time; they have felt its heat, .
only they did not see the light.
To sr;q that Murdochian characters only pursue the
inevitable destiey would be an

oversi~lification.

Murdochian Destiey like Harey' s Fate is tne ever elusive,
mysterious mirage that baffles all the time and never does
permit the·seekers the exact

rec~gnition.

This is not to

say that suctl a destiey is gloomy and cloudy and dark like
Hardy's, 1t is ratbar ironic, ·contradictory and hence, real.
Ca.tas tropbes in intense love affairs (ranging from hom4sexual to hetero-sexual to incest) not only lead to a heart
break, involving common reactions like despair, dejection,
jealousy, revenge, etc. but also to the emergence of confUsed
intellect that has moments of self-recognition.

Such states

are momentary and transitory because the realizer soon contradicts or seems to forget his earlier moments of rejuvenation.

t4ichael in The Bell loved botb Nick and Toby with the

fullness of his being.

Nick had overwhelmed and fulfilled

him but afterwards despised and betra.ved him.

Toby was

another fate, another pointer- a wrong, 'misunderstood'
dangerous sign:
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Nick had forced Toby to play exactly the
part which Nick himself bad played thirteen
years earlier. Toby had been his understudy
indeed.. Michael had hoped to save Nick. But
Nick had merely ruined him a second time and
in precisely the same wa.y.5
.
Everything is· true in its proper aspect, everything
is· false .outside 1 ts proper moment.

The confUsion, the

understanding, that is, the ultimate sign lives in· them and
yet it is for ever eluding them - the ultimate revelation
has to wait for its turn.

And· in the meanwhile life goes on,

relationships are made and broken, the Present and Now
stretc.hes itself on.

They all. live in the present, with all

their past consciousness turned into present experiences they live eternally.

In the chruning of various relationships

they perceive the moments of awakening, experience freedom
and

thes~

consummating

~omenta

set them ·free, lead them to one

profound experience after another and finally prepare
for the
'
.
Ultimate.
Danby in Bruno's DreaJil has flirted with Diana and
Adelaide like a machine wi tb occasional moments of selfrealization.
and

~onged

There were times when Diana and Danby yearned

for melting into each other and sway with the

ha,rmoey of slow· music:
Slow foxtort
\'lith eyes h.al f- closed Danby and Diana
6
were rotating dreaJilily in each other's arms.
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But once Danby sees the flash, perceives his
'Des t1cy' in Lisa the emancipation becomes complete and
natural.

Ttre smoke curtain vanishes·, the clearer horizon

reveals itself and Danby is stilept off his feet.

The

enchantment begins, the mad, stupejfied ghost· walks out:
· You mB¥ find this 1ncomp·rehensible. I've only
seen you a few times. But oh God Lisa, please.
believe it's· serious, it's terrible. I love
you ••• I feel a sense of destiny here ••• I'm
a frivolous person, but not about you ••• I
dare to s~ resp~ct the fact that I love you •••
y~u have got to • •. I love you .Li·sa, and
everything else is utterly blotted out.
.
Your slave Danby • 7
Indeed, for Danby everything else is blotted out -·
all the past, all those so called precious, unique, fulfilling moments with,Adelaide and Diana simply come to nothing
and are forgotten, no more of looking back with guilt and
remorse - it is a

fo~ard

journey and a conscious drive at

his destiey.
They follow their ·lovers wherever they go.
or refusal is simply not taken into account.
fire or brimstone, like ghosts they

pur.s~e.

Denial

Come hell,
In the dead of

the night,. even in -driving rain,.. they enter into their
lovers' compounds like thieves.

And when everything fails,

including all kinds of pursuit, the last resort is violence.
Violence to them is the last method of communtcation and the
capa.ci ty for committing violence is like self-liberation.
T be violence has to be learnt as a form of communication.

One of them is made reaey by tl'le other in order to properly
neutralise and balance.

In A sevsred He'\f1it is tbe woman

Honor who understands its necess1 ty first and

prepare~

Martin step by ste?l

I believe you love my brother.
But you do no good by letting bim off.
He wants, be needs, your harshness, your
criticism, even your·violence. Because
they are both pars oilS w1 tb great oapaci ty
for sel.f-deception.ts
.
..
Tnts -gives f.1art1n a clue, a clue to love and

communicate.

~iT ben

Honor's snake-like eyes and the hideous

J ewisb face bowls Martin over, Martin settl.es down to 't;be

last resort: Violence.
'we're not likely to meet in the future•, said
Honor Kle;n. · • I'm going back to Calllbridge
almost at once' •••

Now the frustration builds up in Martin, the despen-

dency simmers not because ne is botllered about Honor not
seeing him in the future, ratb.er be .feels wJ'E!Ulbed that ll1s

love \fill remain unco.mmuntcated, unheard and untold
wba.t llapl>ened next may seem a li tt1e 1mprobable, 9
but reader must believe ma that 1 t did occur • • •
they indulge in a violent, macabre fight.
Honor bad already understood and received tne
communication and several pages after when Martin asks
'when did you know I loved you?'
It was a. lover's question
1o
'wben you attacked me in the cellar' •
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If with D.H. Lawrence women are in love, with
Miss Murdoch, it is men in love. In her novels the most
intense focus is on the flawed, culpable and questing learning male.

In the matters of relationships, not just

the initiative, but the madness and an impatient yearning
usually catches up ·the Murdochian male first.

It is Tim

(Nuns and Soldiers) who has got to hold Gertrude's band
.

'

and when with an evident.-

~· ~

•

~

and

relentless attention Honor waited for Martin to speak,. he
says at last "I suppose you realize tbat I'm in love wi tb
you?"

And Honor, of course, replied back in affirmative.

She has realized,·· no doubt, but it is Martin wbo first
speaks out.
But this is no,t. ,to say that the women are always
at the receiving end.

While the world of form, convention,

in practically all her novels is largely male, that of
contingency is ruled by women.

ThE} Bell is

~he

clearest

exaJilple, in which the religious lay communizy at Imber
Court led by Michael is set up against the communi 1:\Y of nuns
under the governorship of Abess.
But in this context, both D.H; Lawrence and Iris
Murdoch, meet at one point, which we should explore here in
the introduction.

Like Lawrent!an characters, Murdoch's

lovers constantly desire to achieve the best of both worlds:
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a perfect male bonding and a fulfilling hetero-sexualmental relationship.

Almost all the novels of f.1iss

Murdoch resort to a very unintelligible male-bonding and
homo-sexualltty.

Unintelligible, because it is not

manifested, it shows and presents i tseL.f, but never

convinces as 1 t does in ·D. H. Lawrence' a novels, in
Women in Love in particular.

In snort, a healthy, profound

a.nd essential male-male relationship is necessary in case
of D. H. Lawrence but Itis f>1urd.ooh bas not been quite

convincing in showing its inevitable occurance in a very
conscious intellectual which some of her characters are.
But the fact remains tb.at both the novelists nave grappled
wi tb this problem.
The constant attempt of Lawrentian ctlaracters is to

find in each possible pair a final, almost extra-human
relationship.

vnly Birkin and Ursula manage to succeed "a

net'# consummation of my being and of ber being in a new one,

a new parad.1sal unit regained from duali t;yn.

Birk1n, wbo

understands bow the perversion distorts the living mysteries
brought upon by Gerald and Gudrun, watches the snow-God, the
• Industrial Magnate' and is suddenly illumim.ted: "He should
have loved men.

And let us compare all. these with tllartin' s letters

to Honor Kle1n:
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My feelings' for Palmer are of normal
intensity. I've never .been in the accepted
sense, a homQ-sexual, but certainly my
attachment to Palmer has something of this
colour ••• Palmer's liafsion with my wife
has increased rather than diminished my
affec'ti.on for him. 11
And the third letter reads:
I hope.we shall meet again and this incident
may serve as a stepping stone to an understanding of each other which has so far been,
on both sides, c9nspicuously lacking.12
Not only Martin, most of the ' flawed and culpable'
Murdochian ma+e characters, want to understand the pull
and magic of both the worlds.

the best of both

th~

D.H. Lawrence cannot have.

worlds, not that he does not want it,

but 1 t is 'lmpossi,ble' 1 concludes Ursula.
Murdoch cannot.

Even Miss

The understaiidi-ilg is not the reality. Iris

Murdoch in The Darkness of Poli t!c&l Rea.son wri tes1 ur would
be prepared to imply that one who perceives what is real,
will also act rightlyn. 13 But.real11:¥ is always baffling,
it subtly escapes human comprehension, 1 t never manifests
1 tself with a calculable certainty, may be, ·it just leaves
its shadow, its footprints. Therefore, "Reali t3 is ~':t a
given whole" ••• 14 she says in her critical writings and
ma.zw of her novels echo such expression.

Anq to imp9se this aspect of absence of reality or
truth on a form which ignores the contingencies of life is
to endanger the rich conceptual background from which
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imagination can take sustenance.· As she advocates more
concepts w1 th wbicb ta picture the substance ot being, so
also sne demands acceptance of tbe ~ccidental, the unlikely
and tbe improbable.

Contingency, supplies characters wi tb

aspects not of ambiguity, but of mystery.
This, then, is the broad base of Iris M.urdooh' s
vision and theory of personality.

The individual is unique,

"unutterrably particula.ru, and opaque.
fact, myth and unknowableness.
through the exercise of love
independently of himself.

He is composed of

He exists, and b.e must learn

.~d fr~edam

that others exist

He can apprehend "this volcanic

otherness" only when his moral concepts are transformed and
once again

tb.er.~

is a background against which he may

picture the transcendent realities of his being.

Miss

f'1urdoctl cites Camus as a novelist who writes in an attempt
to speak the truth that_ h\.Uilan being is substantial., impene-

trable, individual, indefini ta and valuable.
Miss

~jurdocn

is her awn best critic.

In one of her

recent interviews, she said to Ruth L..ake Heyd that she is
"objective about any flaws that her work ms,y have, and is
particularly. sensitive to wealtnesses in character delinearShe "attempts in eaen new novel to create stranger
characters, who will seem realistic and valid"• 15 She cites
tlon"•

Hannan of The Unicorn as a cnaracter wno eluded the pattern
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laid down by her creator.
It is apparent that Miss Murdoch's solution to
these problems hinges on the matters of autnorial. tolerance,
t.·e.• the exercise of love and freedom that will establish
the balance between character and story.

That she is not

alwa.vs successfully tolerant in creating ner people Miss
Murdocb attributes to "imperfect loven or imperfect apprehension of

otherness~

Professor Heyd found that Miss

Murdoch's attitude toward love is summed up in the ·Abess' s
adJnoni tion to rJiicbael in The Bell:
Good is an overflow ••• Remember that all
our failures are ulttmately failures of
love. Imperfect love must not be condemned
and rejected but made perfeQ~• The wa.y is
alwavs forward, never back. 1
In add! t1on to these problems of ideas and characterization, there is the problem of tbe contingent.

Besides

mystery, chance and opinion there is also the aspect that
Murdoch calls neccentrici ty 11 •

For example, her characters

often argue with themselves at great lengtb {usually narrated
as an interior monologue), a given action is justified and

then they abruptly act in opposition to tbe preceding
detaifed reasoning.

They are "Accidental Men" and tney are

"philosopher's puptls"•
Martin,
hideous

Austin, George, utne word childu,
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Honor and Hannab assume symbols like tbe 'severed bead'
and • the unicorn'.

Prtmarily • to my mind, two important

causes are responsible for tbis impregnable and

~ntelli•

gible eccentricity about tbem, i.e. tb.e a.coidental love or

tbe.oontingencies and tbe philosophical biases.

If tlle

former is an enchanting irrational attraction, the 1 atter
leads to all sorts of obaos, confUsions and intellectual

wanderings.

vlben asked by Heyd

wby

so

marv of her

cba.ractera exb.1bit eccentric patterm of tb.ougnt and bebe.-

v1our, Miss Murdochc laugbecl rather ominously ' and suggestedJ
wben one bas the privilege of knowing one's
friends more intimatel~, one learns tbat
people are eccentrtc.1Y
Tbis study also explores tbe responsibilities of
typical Murdocbian cbe.racters.
individual.~s

standing of

As pointed out earlier, an

"'>idea of morality is 1n1fluenced by bls undel\e
evu~.

And tbts morality is connected wi tb tbe

"knowing" aspect of freedom.

Murdocbian characters are

bound till the end and the novels one after another record

tbeir passionate desire to break the bond, to tear it apart
and

at tbe saJDe time their moral considerations and their

pe.rsonsl inner con.flicts constantly wrangle w1 th each otber.
f.lodern li tera.ture, etbics and philosophy tbat are bere·ft of

moral referents do not even care to go deeper tban tbe
facile evil.

But she creates a world of d.emontc, all
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pervading, almighty· evil which enchants and attracts the
characters with a predetermined and predictable precision
and the enchanted ones like the sleep-walkers have no other
alternative but to go to the end 9!. 1 t.
Therefore, my contention is that different mantfestationc:J of evil with 1 ts amorous, romantic and ma8J,cal powers
are as powerful and magnetic as that of the love and the
divine.

A Murdochian character falls in love with such evil,

becomes overwhelmed, chases a m.i.rage, then tries to fly to the
clearer horizon of freedom by cutting the hideous threads,
misunderstands the trap, gets r;n9re entangled and baffled and
...,

finally
this.

revo~ t~.

And

,.

;

for Miss Murdoch morality begins with

Morality begins with the revolt against society, its

norms, its defined evils that ..restrict one from going irrto
his own :.inner self and respecting 'otherness'.

That

Patriotism is divine, that incest is immoral, that Satan is
an evil incarnate, prevents one from dabbling and corresponding with the evil and such taboos encourage fanciful preoccupations. To perceive what is real aJDidst the intense
human relationship (that is love) and to perceive it on one's
O\'ln ·in relation to 'other' (that is independence or freedom)
becomes a moral

c h.aracter.

respons1b1l1~

for every Murdoch1an
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